
� Recap rules

� Say something a family member 
has done that you are thankful for

� Answer 1 question (on the 
back)

� Play 1 game (on the back)



Rules:

-Only the person with the talking stick can talk

-Stay sat down still, looking at the person speaking

Questions:

-Give an example of when someone has been kind 

in your life?

-Tell us about a time when you laughed a lot.

-Tell us a happy memory.

-What did you like doing do when you were little?

-Tell us about one of the best days of your life.

-Tell us about a time when you were scared but you 

did it anyway.

-What is one thing you can do now but couldn’t do 

a year ago?

-What makes you feel sad / happy?

-Tell us about a time you were upset and someone 

made you feel better.

-If you could have a super power, what would it be 

and why?

-How would your best friend describe you?

-If you could plan the best day of your life what 

Games:

-Spin the pen: Spin a pen and it will land pointing at 

someone. Everyone else tells them everything they do 

that that they appreciate.

-Guess who: The parent describes one person in the 

circle (all their strengths) and everyone has to guess 

who it is.

-True or False: Each person has to say one true and 

one false fact about themselves and everyone has to 

guess which one is true

-Shopping list memory game: I went to the shop and I 

bought a… (the next person has to remember the 

previous items and add another item)

-Guess this animal: One person says “This animal 

is…”and gives a couple of clues. Everyone else guess-

es

-Guess this animal 2: One person thinks of an animal 

and everyone else asks yes or no questions until they 

guess it

-Word association: Say a word and clap twice. The next 

person has to say an associated word after two claps.

-Capture the sock: Everyone in the circle has to try 

take the socks off each other’s feet. When you lose 

both socks you are out.  

- Children number around in circle – 1 - 2 - 3 - buzz, 5 - 

6 - 7 - buzz (i.e. mustn’t say multiples of 4. Whoever 

misses buzz starts again.

-Blind folded obstacle course: Blind fold one person, set 

up an obstacle course, and then take it in turns to give 

them instructions to get to the other side of the room. 

-Don’t step on my foot!: Everyone in the circle stands up. 

Every time someone stands on someone else’s foot they 

get 1 point. The first to 10 wins. 

-Who touched me?: Someone stands in the middle of the 

circle blind folded. Someone else taps them on the 

shoulder and the person in the middle has to guess who.

-Baggy clothes race: All competitors need to race to put 

on a big coat and a big pair of shoes (adult clothes) and 

then run across the room and back again.    

-Charades: one person acts out a book or film and 

everyone else guesses what it is (you know the rest of the 

rules!)

Simon Says: What person calls our ‘Simon says’ then an 

action e.g. ‘touch your toes’ or ‘jump in the air’ and 

everyone does it. If they miss out 'Simon says’ and just 

says the action, anyone who does it is out.

Story telling: Each person says one word each to create a 

story. 

 


